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SHREWSBURY, NJ, June 3, 2019 - People For Progress is pleased to host Andrew Appel, Ph.D. at the 
Hamilton Free Public Library in Hamilton, NJ on Tuesday, July 16, 2019 at 7 p.m. Dr. Appel will discuss 
New Jersey’s plans to purchase new voting machines and take an in-depth look at the future of election 
security in the Garden State and what residents can do about it.  

Appel is the Eugene Higgins Professor of Computer Science at Princeton University, and an 
internationally recognized expert on voting systems and election security. 

After the 2016 presidential election, legislation mandating the purchase of new voting machine systems 
was introduced in Trenton.  Unfortunately, according to Dr. Appel, the system currently being proposed 
for purchase is far from the best option and New Jersey’s lawmakers and election officials are making 
decisions based on promotional information from vendors instead of systems experts. With the 2020 
election looming, it is critical that both decision makers in Trenton and voters throughout the state be 
well-informed on matters of election security.  

Says Appel, “[In New Jersey], we have delegated our representation to whomever was the last to install 
a computer program in…[our voting] machines, whether legitimately or illegitimately. Surely that’s not 
what the founders intended by ‘representative democracy.’”  

The event is free and open to the public. 

People For Progress is a grassroots political organization based in central New Jersey. Our goal is to 
establish a more open, transparent and accountable election system that includes convention and ballot 
reform. Through education and advocacy, we strive to ensure greater civic engagement, higher voter 
satisfaction and a more democratic outcome in our elections. 

### 

For more information, contact Ian Nugent at 908-309-1923 or via email at inugent93@gmail.com. 
www.people4progress.org 


